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The writing of interpretive, sympathetic biography becomes, in reality, an extension of the
Fifth Commandment, with the biographer recounting good deeds, explaining faults, and justifying motives as he would if the subject were his
own father. He considers himself more than a
tape-recorder and less than a eulogist.
With an understanding of human frailties, he
endeavors to differentiate between acts which
were executed during the stress of crucial times
or the heat of passion, and those resulting from
calculated and mature deliberation.
In other words, the biographer attempts to
apply the Golden Rule to his writing: to paint
his characters as the writer, himself, might wish
to be painted.

LOLA MONTEZ IN GRASS VALLEY
By

RoNALD IsETTI

The ·woman who was to attain international fame and notoriety as Lola
Montez, was born in Limerick, Ireland, in 1818, and was christened
Maria Dolores Eliza Gilbert. She started on her travels at an early age.
At fifteen, she eloped with Captain Thomas James, a British army officer
who took her to India. Fetching, strongwilled, and undisciplined, Maria
Dolores upset the life of the Asian army post, flirted with other soldiers,
and quarreled violently with her husband. She soon returned to England
without her husband and began to study acting; her teachers did not
encourage her to continue. She proved somewhat more proficient at
dancing; she adopted the Spanish style and went to Spain for instruction
and to acquire the requisite atmosphere. In 1843, she changed her name
to Lola Montez and made her theatrical debut in London as an exotic
Spanish dancer.
Captivating her audiences by her beauty rather than by her performance, Lola journeyed to the continent and danced her way to fame.
The composer Franz Lizst fell in love with her, and there was a rumor
that the amorous dancer had a romantic adventure with the Czar of
Russia. Lola soon became the mistress of King Ludwig· of Bavaria, "'vho
made her the Countess of Landsfelclt. A palace revolution forced her out
of the country and she returned to England.
She married an officer of the Lifeguards, George Tafford Heald, who
was ten years her junior, but this marriage was soon to be terminated.
Lola was arrested for bigamy and brought to trial, but the all-male jury
that judged her case was so overwhelmed by her clark and enchanting
beauty that it let her off lightly, simply requiring that Lola sever the
marital ties with the young soldier. It seemed a good time to try another
continent; in 1851 the Countess came to America.
After a triumphant tour of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and New
Orleans, the now notorious dancer decided to perform in lusty and
opulent California, land of go ld, romance, and rugged men . She arrived
in San Francisco in 1853 and immediately became the toast of the city
by the Golden Gate. Lola performed in "A School for Scandal," "Yelva;
or The Orphan Girl of Russia," "Maritana," "Charlotte Corday," and
"Lola Montez in Bavaria." She introduced "The Spider Dance," "El
Olle," the "Sai lor's Hornpipe Dance," and a Swiss dance from ·william
Tell. She also found time to marry again; Patrick Purdy Hull, a handsome and witty newspaperman, became her third husband.
Most elrama critics admitted that Lola's acting talents were no more
than ordinary, but anyone as beautiful as the Countess didn't have to· be a
great actress; the public simply came to see Lola. It is difficult to describe
her beauty, or even the nature of it; the several portraits are disturbingly
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different. She has been described as being plump, and as slender, and as
having blue, green, and brown eyes. Edwin Franklin Morse, who declared
that he "had plenty of opportunity for [the] observation of her beauty,"
described Lola as having "a slender and graceful figure .. . heavy black
hair and .. . brilliant flashing· eyes."
After performing in' Sacramento and Stockton, Lola decided to tour the
mining camps. It was unsuccessful from the start. She had had trouble
in Sacramento with disrespectful audiences. According to Miska Hauser,
who played the violin as Lola danced, the audience made fun of her
fairy-like costume. Enraged, Lola stopped dancing and castigated the
uncouth spectators for their crude remarks. A full-scale riot ensued, and
the frantic owner of the theater shoved Hauser on the stage and made
him play "Yankee Doodle Dandy," in an effort to quell the disturbance.
Similar scenes occurred at Marysville and other towns.
A predictable reaction would have been for the famous personage to
turn her back on frontier California and return to the circles of the elite
in Europe. On the contrary, in the summer of 1853 she paid off her company and settled clown to a life of relative seclusion in the little mining
town of Grass Valley.
'What kind of a town had the sophisticated Lola Montez made her
home? Grass Valley had a cosmopolitan population of about 2,500 men
and about goo women. Englishmen and Frenchmen, Germans and Italians,
Northerners and Southerners, Harvard graduates and illiterate miners,
goodmen and bad men, Chinese laborers and sons of senators, preachers
and fugitives from justice- they panned for fortunes along the Sierran
streams, thronged the muddy streets, and crowded into the rough frame
buildings of Grass Valley. The town was a cluster of tents, saloons, gambling
houses, and one Temperance Hall, surrounded by gently rolling, pinecovered hills, with the purple, white-capped Sierra Nevada range towering
in the background. There was no telegraph to Grass Valley; transportation in and out of the mining center was by mule, wagon, or stagecoach.
Cheap whiskey came round the Horn ; sugar cane from the Orient, and
meat and vegetables, as well as criminals and ship deserters, were imported
from Australia.
Several churches attempted to offset the influence of the numerous
saloons and gambling houses. The first sermon given in the mining community was made by the Reverend Isaac Owen of the Methodist Church
in September of 1849. In 1851 both the Methodists and the Presbyterians
organized churches and in 1853 the Roman Catholics under the leadership
of Father McClanahan and the Congregationalists under the guidance
of Reverend ]. D. Hale built their own religious edifices. An Episcopal
church was erected in 1854 and the African Methodists also built a church,
but a minister couldn't be found to serve their parish.
The citizens of Grass Valley were surprised, and delighted , when the
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Countess decided to make the primitive mining town her home. "Lola
Montez has purchased a homestead in Grass Valley, Nevada county, and
intends to make it her home," reported the Golden Era. "Well done!
after traveling the world over, to settle at last in a California mining
town." The internationally famous entertainer seemed to genuinely enjoy
the rugged life of the frontier community. Mrs. Dora Knapp, one of Lola's
closest friends, said that " we who knew of her gay career among the
royalty and nabobs, were astonished that she would have gone to the
camp. It was simply because she was weary of fast living that the Countess
turned with such fondness to life in a mining camp."
At first she stayed at the Robinson boarding house, and then rented
the furnished Stoltenberg cottage; but wanting a place of her own, Lola
bought the home of one Jennie-on-the-Green, who was so named because
she ran a faro table in her home and the table on which she dealt the
cards had a green felt cover. She ordered a bathtub from the East, installed
sliding glass panels, faced her house with elegant pillars, enclosed the
windows with Grecian-type panes, and built a marble fireplace; but she
could often be seen dressed in the clothes of a miner, digging and weeding
for hours in the garden surrounding her newly remodeled home. According to Mrs. Knapp, "she was the first person in the region who ever saw
grotesque beauty in cactus. I believe hers was the first collection of
growing cacti made for ornamental purposes among the thousands that
have been made in California."
All her life Lola had loved animals, and now she made them her special
friends and companions. Stephen Massett, who often visited Lola, described her "picturesque little vi lla" as being surrounded by "a large size
bear, sundry dogs, cats, parrots, etc .... " The Golden Era reported that
Lola was even "negotiating for a pair of rattlesnakes." One of her favorite
pets was a grizzly bear, called Major, and Lola could often be seen walking
down Mill Street with the bear on a chain and "puffing her cigar with
as much gusto as a Broadway dandy." Stories began to circulate about
Lola and her grizzly; according to one, Lola was often called upon to
settle boundary disputes between contending miners, and if a recalcitrant
miner refused to accept her verdict, the huge animal would growl him
into acquiescence. There appears to be no evidence for this use of her
bear, but one may conclude that the rough characters of the town were
on their good behavior in the presence of such a beast.
Once whi le Lola was feeding her pet some sugar, the bear bit her hand
and struck at her with a paw, but fortunately the blow didn't reach her.
The Sacramento Union of February 10, 1854, ran a news item which said
that the frantic cries of the Countess were answered by a miner who
clubbed the beast until it let go of her hand. On March 1gth, the Golden
Era ran a "poem" by "Old Block," Alonzo Delano, commemorating the
incident:
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"\1\Then Lola came to feed h er bear,
With comfits sweet and sugar rare,
Bruin ran in h as te to meet her
Siezed her hand because 'twas sweeter.

Lola decided to sell the animal and the Sacramento Union for March
11th noted that Madame Lola Montez on Mill Road in Grass Valley was
offering for sale an "affably inclined" bear who would be excellent
"amusement" for children or for the entire family .
She was involved in another dangerous accident with one of her pets,
this time a pony which she often rode along the mountain trails. On May
28th, 1854, the Golden Era reported that "Lola Montez was thrown from
her horse, in leaping a ditch last Sunday evening and had a narrow escape
from being killed." In much more florid language, a journalist of the
Shasta Courier informed the readers of his paper that
Lola Montez, the eccentric and beautiful and daring, was recently thrown from h er
horse into a stream of water, by the effort of the animal to leap a ditch to enable his
fair mistress to gather a bunch of beautiful flowers. She esca ped unh arm ed , but was
in great danger for a short time.

Every Wednesday evening Lola gave a "soiree" in the comfort of her
elegantly appointed home. This gathering was "attended by the upper
circles of the camp, a court of litterateurs and actors and wanderers."
Among the regular guests were two nephews of Victor Hugo, "a quartet
of cashiered German barons," a couple of shady French counts, the son
of Congressman Preston Brooks of South Carolina, the Swedish violinist
Ole Bull , the popular composer Stephen Massett, the influential San
Franciscan Sam Brannan, and two Marysville attorneys, Stephen Field
and William Stewart. Lola would hold her guests spellbound with stories
of her European triumphs and disasters. She would sometimes dress in
her dancing costumes and show her admirers that she still remembered
the fiery dancing steps for which she was famous . Imported European
wine and champagne, delicately chilled in Lola's famous wine cellar, cake
fruit, pudding, and Spanish dishes were served to the gay guests, who
often sang, joked, and played cards until daybreak. Everyone enjoyed
these "convivial assemblies"; William M. Stewart, then a young lawyer
in Nevada but later to be senator from that state, said he used to count
the days between these gatherings, and Stephen Massett later commented
that "those merry groups .. . will ever be remembered by m e with
pleasure."
At least one person in the community, however, was somewhat less than
enthusiastic about Lola's weekly parties. The Reverend \Nilson of the
Methodist Church condemned the "wanton circle" of the Countess and
described her as "a shameless devil in the guise of a beautiful and fascil1ating danceL" Enraged at such criticism, Lola put on her abbreviated
dancing skirts and silk stockings and proceeded to the minister's house,
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interrupted his confirmation class, and dared him to gaze upon her costume and see how modest it really was. According to the story, the startled
minister did not utter a word. Lola later sent a large contribution for
his church.
Another man who felt the sting of Lola's wrathful temper was Henry
Shipley, editor of the Gmss Valley TelegrajJh. The Sacramento Union
of November 22, 1854, reported the encounter. Shipley, besides insulting
Lola's Kanaka servant, had reprinted sundry articles copied from the
New York Times, regarding " the Lola Montez-like insolence and effrontery of the Queen of Spain." Upon reading these disparaging remarks,
the Countess became furious. She marched down Mill Street to Main
Street with a whip in one hand and a copy of the Telegraph in the other.
She met the editor in the Golden Gate Saloon and struck at him with
her whip. Shipley was able to catch the weapon and wrest it from her
hands before she could hit with a blow. Undaunted, Lola " then applied
the woman's best weapon-her tongue," but the editor kept insultingly
cool. Lola appealed to the "honest" miners for redress, but they responded
with shouts of laughter. Even her offer to buy them a drink was powerless
to move them, and no one came forth to show himself her champion.
Shipley triumphantly retired; Lola had simply created a farcical scene.
The editor of the Golden Era accused Shipley of meddling in affairs
which didn't concern him or the public. "Let Lola Montez alone," the
journal declared, "so long as she is not at present on the stage." Generally
speaking, the residents of Grass Valley refrained from criticizing her; and
despite her eccentric and immoral behaviour, she "did many acts indicative of a kind and benevolent disposition." The editor of the Nevada
National recalled that she rode " many miles over hills to carry food and
medicine to a poor miner, and more than once she watched all night at
the bedside of a mother who cquld not afford to hire a nurse."
Lola had given up the stage for the "sequestered" life of the mining
camp, but she was of course still interested in such forms of entertainment
and often attended the theatrical performances given by artists on tour.
vVhen the Montplaisir Ballet Company gave a performance in Nevada
City, the Countess, not wishing to attract attention at the expense of the
dancers on the stage, quietly slipped into th e theater; but someone noti ced
her entrance and she was applauded so loudly and continuously that she
was forced to address the audience from the stage so that the interrupted
performance could continue. She was the subject of one performance
which she attended; Caroline Chapman played in a satire entitled "Actress
of All Work," based on one of Lola's most successful San Francisco plays,
"Lola Montez in Bavaria." She seemed to be amused by the humorous
references to her variable personality.
The people in the region wanted the famous entertainer to perform
for them and Lola finally gave in to their entreaties and consented to
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dance in a large meeting room on the second floor of the Alta House.
Tickets for the gala event were priced from five to ten dollars, and since
there was a full house and the performance was enthusiastically received,
she repeated her numbers the following night. Somewhat later she performed at the Dramatic Hall in nearby Nevada City and at the National
Theater in the town of Downieville. According to an article in the San
Francisco H erald on July 23, 1853, Lola's dancing tour of the mountain
gold region " was much more to enjoy the mountain air and the unrivaled
scenery of our hills, than for the worship of Mammon."
Lola's most widely acclaimed dance, and the one which all the miners
wanted to see, was her "Spieler Dance." She would glide on the stage in a
Spanish dress made of layers and tiers of full, short skirts under which
she wore flesh-colored tights. As the dance began, she would pretend that
she was entangled in the filaments of a spider's web. The dance would
become more and more restricted as the spiders spun their web around
her ankles. Then, as if to prefigure the emergence of an even more deadly
menace, the music would suddenly slow down, and the Countess would
begin to discover spiders in her petticoats. She would leap into the air
frantically, hoping to shake the dangerous spiders loose, but ·w ould find
countless other black creatures among her vividly colored undergarments.
The fight against the increasing number of spiders would become more
frantic, and Lola would dance with even g-reater fire and abandon . The
spellbound audience cheered wildly as the dancer shook the spiders to
the floor and stamped them to death. Amidst thunderous applause, Lola,
having disposed of all the spiders, would glide from the stage.
By present-day standards, Lola's "Spider Dance" was modest enough.
But in the Victorian Age, even some of the men , and most certainly the
women, were shocked by the pantomine and by her brief costume.
Lola made occasional trips to San Francisco to do some shopping. On
one such trip she was involved in two serious accidents. ·w hile traveling to
Sacramento, the stagecoach in which she was riding hit a tree stump and
overturned. She was not injured in the mishap but a few days later the
steamer, "Antelope," on which she was a passenger, was rammed by the
"Confidence" in Suisun Bay. The "Confidence" went on without giving
aiel to the sinking Sacramento ship, but the "Senator," another riverboat,
responded to the whistle of the stricken vessel, and the passengers were
taken off the wrecked ship and driven to Benicia. Later they were transported to San Francisco via the "Kearny," a ship from Stockton.
But Lola preferred the rugged mountains to the city life of San Francisco, and she would often make camping trips to the high mining country.
The Grass Valle y TelegrajJh for July 13, 1854, reported a trip she took
with Alonzo Delano, Doctor Develin and others, a two or three weeks'
sightseeing tour in the lofty mountain region. Apparently Doctor Develin
and Lola got into a heated argument and in a fit of rage he went back
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to Grass Valley with the packing mules. She and her companions, unable
to continue the trip without provisions, were forced to return to the
valley after fasting for twenty-four hours.
Lola's domestic life was tempestuous in Grass Valley, as it had been
everywhere she had lived. She had married Patrick Hull almost upon her
arrival in California, having met him on the ship up from Panama. The
marriage had been conspicuously unsuccessful from the beginning. Hull
liked neither the climate nor the activities in the mountain town; he was
a printer and journalist and preferred the noise of printing presses to
" the rattle of spades and picks and the clanking of drills." He developed
chronic bronchitis, the clashes with his flirtacious wife became more and
more frequent, and he turned to whiskey. While they were on a trip to
Marysville, Hull accused Lola of being unfaithful, the couple quarreled
violently and Lola threw her husband 's belongings out of the second floor
window of the hotel and pushed him down the stairs. She later went to
San Francisco and sued for divorce. Hull stayed in Marysville, where he
worked on one of the local papers.
Even while she was still living with Pat Hull, Lola's name was linked
with several admirers. After the divorce, a versatile German baron, "doctor," and hunter, Kirke Adler, was often with her. But this was of short
duration, for he soon shot and killed himself in a hunting· accident. A
young mining engineer, Johnny Southwick, who had accumulated "a snug
little sum of money" through investments in the productive Empire Mine,
was the next man to claim her affections. Edwin Franklin Morse observed
in his "Reminiscences" that "Lola was no fool, and she knew a good thing
when she saw it; and that good thing was Johnny Southwick, while his
money lasted." He asserted that it was that handsome and rich miner who
had bought Lola her Mill Street home, and that it was Southwick's three
or four thousand dollars which had furnished the "villa." But despite his
many expensive g·ifts, Johnny Southwick, like all the others, was unable
to hold her love.
Lola's days of lurid romance were numbered. Of her appearance in the
Grass Valley period Morse wrote that she "had undoubtedly been a beautiful woman, but her charms were beginning to fade. He said that "when
carefully dressed and gotten up, she was still very handsome," but he
found her a slattern: "Even her liberal use of powder failed to conceal
the fact that she stood much in need of a good application of soap and
water." She was almost thirty-eight years old, and it was beginning to show.
While in Grass Valley, Lola contributed to the training of an entertainer, Lotta Crabtree, who was to become more famous than Lola as a
dancer in the California gold country, although she never approached
the international fame of the Countess. Mrs. Anne Crabtree ran an upholstering shop in Grass Valley and Lola taught her talented and pretty
seven-year-old daughter her many famous dances. She introduced the
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prodigy to Edwin Booth and Laura Keene, two nationally famous entertainers, predicted that she would have a successful career in the theater,
and asked her mother to allow her to take Lotta with her when she left
Grass Valley for Australia, promising to return to California within a
year. Because of Lola's reputation, Anne Crabtree refused to allow her
daughter to accompany her.
Lola Montez left Grass Valley in the spring of 1855. She performed at
the Metropolitan Theater in San Francisco for eight weeks. and then left
on the "Fanny Major" in June, for Australia. The tour there was only a
partial success, and within a year she returned to California. On the return
voyage, her agent and admirer, Noel Follin, fell or jumped off the ship;
many believed that he had committed suicide after quarreling with Lola.
His death apparently had a profound effect on her; she soon retired from
the stage, sold her jewels, valued at between ten and twenty thousand
dollars, and gave the proceeds to Follin's fatherless children.
In 1856 she returned to Grass Valley to dispose of her property there,
selling the house to Solomon Dewey Bosworth. She returned to San
Francisco and on November 20, 1856, sailed through the Golden Gate
en route to New York City. 'While in the east, she became converted to
the Protestant Episcopal Church. She became very religious and gave
lectures on "Beautiful vVomen," "Temperance," and other subjects in
New York, Dublin, Ireland, and in England. She soon returned to New
York and lived for a few years, obscure and repentant, under the name of
Fanny Gibbons. She died on January 17, 1861, apparently the victim of a
paralytic stroke, perhaps brought on by a lifetime of ill-regulated habits
and dissipations. Lola Montez was buried in a Brooklyn cemetery, the
name "Mrs. Eliza Gilbert" appearing on her tombstone.

A PORTRAIT OF LOLA MONTEZ*
By

ORWELL LOGAN

It started simply enough. vVhen one is retired, some odd, neglected jobs
become eligible for attention, and one of these in my case was the repair
and hanging of a picture that had come to Mrs. Logan through several
hands from the estate of her aunt Adele Remoncl. As a child, Mrs. Logan
had admired it, even in the dim light of Mrs. Remand's parlor. It had
always been known as a picture of "Lola Montez," but with little knowledge of that lively lady beyond what could be gleaned from a faded and
fragile newspaper clipping vvhich someone had tucked into the back of
the frame. vVithout doubt it was an oil painting, but now the neglect of
*The portrait which is the subject of this article, is reproduced in a color photograph
as the frontispiece of this issue.
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years lay upon it, the paint was crazed, and the frame had been cracked
across diagonal corners.
Professional restorers of oil paintings may shudder, but I resolved to
rehabilitate this picture myself. It took considerable library research,
some ferreting out of materials and a donation of a little-used alcohol
by one of the large chemical companies, but finally I had the painting
cleaned, had reduced the crazing, revarnishecl the new surface and repaired the frame. This work was its own reward, for each step brought
out a new discovery. The canvas had been secured to the stretcher frame
with hand-fm·gecl tacks, a feature which gave a hint of considerable age
and of European origin. Then the frame was found to be joined with
the now unusual workmanship of mortise, tenon and wedge, without
benefit of metal fastenings or glue-a joinery reserved for the best-and
the molding was carved from the solid.
The cleaning revealed a wealth of color and detail which had been
hidden by the grime of decades ; now there appeared a plumed hat, a
riding whip, gloved hands and, more distantly, a pair of riding horses
and a groom. It revealed something more. Where the signature of the
painter would ordinarily be found, at the lower right corner, there was a
patch of different paint, not "alligatorecl" with fine cracks, but smootherand probably newer. Under the strongest light and with infra-red light,
ridges show through this paint as if a signature had been scratched off
and painted over. Why? After a century, Lola was able to present us
with another mystery!
What manner of person was this "Lola Montez" who rated a painting
in oil? There must have been more to her story than a short residence of
an entertainer in the California gold country. I had barely heard of her;
I assumed that she was some stage character of the clay. However, when I
began to study her life, it became clear that even if the academic historians
had neglected her, she had engendered a large bibliography which touches
only incidentally on her stage career, but that is concerned largely with
her part in European history, with the "Americana" of the gold fields
of the West, and particularly with those facets of literature which attempt
to depict unusual women .
The biographer who seeks to recount the life and adventures of this
extraordinary figure must cover a wide geographical range, and must
examine materials ranging from verifiable truth to deliberate and
malicious fal se hood. From Britain to India, then to Britain to Europe
to America to Australia, with retreats and countermarches, her career
was marked by notoriety from the first. It involved the lives of such
notables as Franz Liszt, Lud\.vig I, Lotta Crabtree, of the French editor
Dujarrier and the San Francisco editor Patrick Hull, and it vividly colored
the records of the otherwise unknown British army officers James and
Craigie and Heald. Of the innumerable news articles that noted her
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presence along this world-wide track, few were straight reporting: the
temptations to exaggerate, to scorn, to embroider, or to moralize, were
too strong. Both the editors and Lola could turn a profit from notoriety,
and certainly Lola did not fail to produce her own imaginative stories
of her past; her ghost-written autobiography is generally held to be
worthless as a record of her life. A few biographers have produced worthy
results of research on the history of this restless woman, some have tendered us their efforts at character analysis, and some have offered sexadventure confections, strung on a skeleton of plagiarism, but the lady
will not be so readily crammed into a pigeon-hole in the archives of the
past. Life was over at forty-two-but such a life of high stakes and disaster,
of world politics and brilliant salons, of mediocre drama and turbulent
brawls, of fearless adventure and flight from the past, as few women have
ever known. To the literary rubble which marks these happenings, historical study can hardly fail to add a fe,.v more pieces to the mosaic pattern
of her career. Such a bit, it seemed, was this portrait which, after a century,
had turned up in this improbable way.
What had hitherto been a matter of mild curiosity now became a
"project." Was the painting an original from life, rather than a copy of a
painting? Who had painted it? How had it passed from the hands of
Lola Montez to those of Mrs. Remand?
From a study of book and magazine illustrations, galleries, and collections, it became evident that Lola, as a stag·e and political figure, had
been the subject of many pictures : oil paintings, lithographs, and those
pioneering products of the photographic process called daguerreotypes,
not to mention many cartoons and illustrations which did not pretend
to be likenesses. Reproductions, usually hand-colored lithographs, were
sold widely, and may have contributed considerably to her income. A
listing and comparison of book and other illustrations shows much copying· and recopying, but to date about twenty distinct likenesses have
turned up, attributed to the several holders of originals or reproductions.
The best-known oil painting of her is probably the one by Joseph Stieler
in King Ludwig's Schonheiten Galerie, the "Gallery of Beauties," at
Munich, known as the "Command Portrait." This has appeared in color
in American Heritage and more recently in Life 1 and in black-and-white
in many publications.
In the collection of the California Historical Society in San Francisco
are several lithographs of Lola Montez. Two of these are of great interest
in connection with the painting reproduced here (which for identification might be called the " Remand-Logan"), in that they are evidently
copied from it. Each is entitled " Lola Montez (or Montes) Comtesse de
Landsfeld." They were published by different houses in Paris and the
name of the engraver or delineator is given in each case; on one the date
"1851" is shown; on the other is "Peint d'apres nature par Jules Laure."
In general they seem to support the authenticity of the painting.
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Jean Francois Hyacinth Jules Laure, 1806-1861, painted many portraits
of women in Paris. In some comprehensive list of his works I may yet
find that Lola posed for him, but for the present the obliterated signature
requires caution as to any definite conclusions. It also invites speculation
as to the motive for the obliteration.
This picture probably came to San Francisco with the original owner.
We find in the archives of the California Exhibit of the DeYoung Museum,
a small photograph of it which was donated by John L. Bardwell of San
Francisco in 1895. It is a fair guess that this was one of many photographic
prints which were sold by Lola as a side line to her stage appearances.
There remains the question as to the location of the picture in the
lacuna between about 1856, when Lola disposed of her house and furniture at Grass Valley, and 1904, when the portrait was first known to be
in Berkeley. Stories as to the disposal of her jewelry and furniture are
in considerable conflict, and no mention is made of her pictures. From
some date prior to 1904, until her death in 1927, Mrs. Adele Remand
owned it, since when it has fallen to her successors in interest.
Mrs. Remand, born Adele Rochat in Switzerland, came to San Francisco
in 1871, possibly via Ireland, as maid to a family named Livingston, and
with them lived at the Occidental Hotel. Mr. Louis Livingston, in company with Isaac Levy, was in the wine and liquor business at 220 California
Street at that time. Adele Rochat married the chef at the hotel, Leon
Dejean, and in 1878 the couple moved to Honolulu, where they established the first white restaurant in the "Sandwich Islands," but in 1881
Dejean died of smallpox, and in 1885 his widow returned to San Francisco.
Later she married Prudent Remand, living first at Soquel, and finally
at Berkeley. Neither members of the family nor family records seem now
able to disclose where and how Mme. Remand, a good churchwoman,
acquired the companionship, albeit in portraiture, of the 'vorldly Lola
Montez.
There is always, however, the possibility that somewhere a stray invoice,
or a forgotten letter, or some document-perhaps well-known but not
applied to this purpose-will rise from the shades of Lola's far-flung
activities to give a key to a more complete record. Therein lies some of
the attraction, and the fascination, of historical research.

LOLA MONTEZ IN THE WEST
It is the commonest knowledge that people of all kinds and conditions
came to gold-rush California: farm boys and merchants, laborers and
gamblers, Americans and citizens of many other countries, the robust
and the infirm, the multitude of the obscure and the occasional personage
of fame. Of the hundreds of thousands, one of the most famous was the
dancer and actress Lola Montez, whose public life and semi-private adven-
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tures and misadventures were known to every newspaper reader in Europe
and America.
When she arrived in California in 1853 and bought a home in Grass
Valley, newspapers throughout the world reported in detail on the incidents and activities of her life there; the name of the little town of Grass
Valley became known to millions of people. Her prominence, moreover,
did not end with her departure from California, nor with her death.
A very considerable literature has grown up on the life of this woman
in frontier California .
vVhatever the explanation may be for her fame in her own time, from
the point of view of history as the effort to make use of the past of mankind,
are historians justified in placing such great emphasis upon this incursion
into California of a famous entertainer? Is the picture of the past distorted
by adopting as the measure of importance for history, the "news-value"
ratings of the past? What purpose is served by adding further to the
literature on Lola Montez?
A comparison may sharpen the question. Lola Montez left Grass Valley
in the summer of 1855; a few months later, Josiah Royce was born in that
mountain town, and there he lived the first eleven years of his life. His
mother, Sarah Royce, was a woman of remarkable abilities and character;
she had come overland in the 1849 migration and, in desperate circumstances en route, had sustained the spirits of her party. When she found
that there was no adequate school in Grass Valley, she established one
and taught it herself. Her son Josiah went on from that training to the new
University of California at Berkeley, to further study in Germany, to
Johns Hopkins in Baltimore, and finally to Harvard as professor of
philosophy.
Sarah Royce's record of the pioneering experience of her family is an
important source on that critical early period of American California.
Josiah Royce wrote one of the best of the interpretive histories of those
years of conquest and early settlement, and he became one of America's
most important philosophers. But very little has been written about the
Royce family in California, compared with Lola Montez, who was in the
state for a couple of years.
This is partly, no doubt, because the historian finds information ready
to hand on the person who has been a public figure of note, particularly
on the one who has appealed to popular taste, to "mass culture." Fame,
or notoriety, however achieved, creates material for the historian; and
since the historian cannot deal with the actual past, but only with evidences of the past, this automatic legacy of large amounts of evidence
from the famous , encourages the historian to give them proportionately
large space in the history he ·writes.
Unquestionably, more should be written about the Royces, and about
their kind who civilized the West. Many who have read largely on Cali-
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fornia's history, are little acquainted with this impressive pioneer mother,
or with her son who was one of the greatest of westerners. But although
these elements in our past need attention, such a focus, too, can easily
become too dominant. The purpose of history is not simply to praise
great men. It is, rather, to understand mankind.
There is a sense in which the fame of a person in his own time is a
useful guide to the historian in his attempt to recover the life of that time.
Fame is often the product of a manipulated public, and the historian
should not be misled by advertisers, whether in the present or in the past;
but fame, however achieved, indicates something; a society reveals itself
by the kind of people it holds up above the crowd. Many famous people
have made no significant contribution to history; but they always register
something important about their times.
This, it would seem, is the significance of Lola Montez. Her value in a
history of those pioneer times lies not so much in what she did in California during that gold-rush period as in the response of the people to
her, to what she was and to what she did. 'Which is to say that she is an
indicator of public values, with a usefulness for our study of the past that
is in more or less direct proportion to her fame. As such, the story of
Lola Montez contributes to an understanding of the history of California
in the 185o's.
G.W.P.

STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY
The Director of the American Association for State and Local History,
Clement M. Silvestro, was in California recently on a tour of the western
states. The March, 1960, issue of the Association's monthly publication,
History News) which he edits, has his article "History Explosion in California ," on the many recent developments in historical work in the state.
Everyon e interested in the story of man in America, whether on a regional
or local basis, should support the fine work of the Association.

CALVIN B. WEST OF THE UMPQUA
By

REGINALD R. STUART AND GRACE

D.

STUART

INTRODUCTION

Calvin West was not the most important man in Umpqua's history. He
was not the earliest settler; he blazed no new trail to reach the promised
land; he founded no town; and he named no mountain . Such work as
he did is now credited to others and the plans which he made and the
projects which he started were carried to completion by those who seemed
to forget his part in the work.
Even so, Calvin West's name should be remembered. He came to
Oregon as a mature man, and in his writings he noted some few things
not generally observed by others. Then, too, he came as a home-seeker,
not as a gold hunter, and as such, he wrote the thoughts and expressed
the hopes of a considerable portion of the migration .
Shortly after he passed Foster's,! he turned up the Willamette Valley
and described in detail a road which skirted the foothills of the Cascadesperhaps the earliest wagon-road up the Valley. Others went to Portland,
to Oregon City, or to Salem, but West visited the small early settlements
near the mountains; observed the landmarks, the soil, and the crops;
talked to the common people in their homes; and listened to the leaders
in church and camp-meeting.
When he reached the Umpqua, he wrote minutely of his hunt for the
ideal homesite. His sincere and scholarly manner instantly won him the
respect of this frontier settlement. He remained in the Umpqua less
than one year, but during that time he forged at least three vital contacts
with that community, any one of which is worthy of notice.
His tragic fate, a shifting population, an Indian war, a census which
checked before his coming and after his departure, and a multiplicity
of other circumstances combined to erase almost completely his name
from any Oregon record. Though he was not the " first citizen" of Douglas
County, he did do something, and no record is complete which ignores
his contribution.
Calvin Brookings West was born in Maryland, Otsego County, New
York, on October 3, r8r6. He was the son of Samuel and Janet (Burnside)
West. In 1842 he married Elizabeth Ludlow Hudson who was a native
of Piqua, Ohio, having been born there June 22, 1814.
\Vest's letters show that his activities during his early married life were
numerous and varied, but seldom very remunerative . Successively he
taught schooV kept bees, 3 rented a farm, 4 subdivided a tract of land, 5
taught another school, 6 built a house, 7 acted as a state deputy to deliver
an insane woman to the hospital, 8 developed an orchard and nursery, 9
advised his brother concerning economic problems,l 0 followed lumbering,11 prescribed for his sister-in-law's health, 1 2 was employed by a furnace-
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and-machine shop/ 3 became involved in a law-suit whereby he lost his
home, 14 and was teaching school once more in a small village three miles
east of Defiance' 5 when he was finally caught in the whirlpool of Western
migration .
By this time he had a family of five children: precocious Ann Augusta,
born March 11, 1844, whose scholastic exploits are recounted in many
of her father 's letters; David Simpson Talmage, born in 1847, later a
prominent citizen of Douglas County, Oregon; Calvin Burnside, born
July 16, 1848; Lydia Jane, born May 24, 186o; and the baby, Sarah Abigail,
born June 26, 1852. 16
With high hopes, little money, and abounding courage, \!\Test set out
for Oregon in the early spring of 1853.
The clays of discovery and exploration were past. So were the Oregon
Methodist Missions and the first years of the California Gold Rush. The
great Willamette Valley was already a network of partially developed
farms . To a large extent, by disease and death, the first dwellers-the
Indians-had been almost eliminated.
The tide of migration which had set in during the 'Thirties was still
running at flood. The new arrivals had to be placed. Where better than
in the almost mythical valleys of southern Oregon?
The first overland travelers had rightly feared the Umpqua and Rogue
rivers country. To them this area was a dreaded corridor-a difficult and
dangerous passage·way connecting the Willamette and Sacramento valleys.
The idea that this same country might furnish desirable homesites had
come as a second thought-through the reminiscences of Hudson's Bay
men, gold seekers, packers, botanists, and chance travelers. And so, the
section had filled up-on the rebound. Almost as if by magic, in the early
'Fifties the area was taken up. The entering routes were from the north,
the west, th e south, and the east-and their relative importance was in the
same order.
The Territorial Road from the north brought the first settlers over
the Calapooia Mountains from the Willamette Valley. Almost simultaneously the SAMUEL ROBERTS and the KATE HEATH emptied their
boatloads of San Francisco adventurers at the western doorway, the mouth
of the Umpqua. These two streams of humanity met in the lower country
and merged. Straggling back from the southern Eldorados, the next group
were disillusioned miners. And the final accessions got their first glimpses
of this new Utopia after heart-rending journeys across the Nevada deserts.
However they had come, and from whatever place they had formerly
called home, they were now in the Umpqua. The sound of falling trees,
the smell of fresh-turned sod, and the sight of newly-built log cabins came
from the half-hundred hidden valleys which covered the area.
Then as the years passed, another and more profound phenomenon
occurred. This section, which admittedly had its handicaps as an agTi-
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cultural region, began to produce men. ·within a short time three governors had entered Oregon's capital from the Umpqua. Of even greater
importance were the leaders in many other fields-law, science, medicine,
teaching-who sprang up in the Umpqua and exerted a tremendous influence on both state and national affairs.
Today, more than a century later, the question is asked: 'What manner
of men were these Pioneers? vVere they the type so commonly depicteduncouth, profane, illiterate, reckless, happy-go-lucky individuals? Or were
they something quite different?
No guesswork will suffice the student's inquiry. Perhaps if we listen to
their own words, we shall learn of their problems, the things which
concerned them, and their aspirations and hopes for the future.
FROM DEFIANCE TO FoRT LARAMIE
"April 10, 1853. Left Defiance g oclock, Eve. g miles to Junction, fare
35c Thus for Oregon. 0 Lord Bless! into thy care I commit myself enrout,
& family at home.
"Junction to Delphos 24 miles $r.oo 7V2 oclock Monday morn.
lith. Put up at American Stoping over one clay for Evan N. Huber.
left Delphos this morn for Oregon. Formed acquaintance with Revn
Allcock presbyterian. Dr. Burkholder pres. S Talbot Baptist, T. W.
Grange formerly of vVaterville Lucas Co 0. Learned Rev. Jas Vanvalkenburg left Vermont and moved to Columbus, Penn. Paid .50 for best room
in American to protect my morning Attended Lyceum, heard Dr. Burkholder read very interesting essay on Literature of Humbug. Deception
to procure money, power, popularity etc In this age of progress the
robber, the assassin, ceased to coerce and resort to flattery &: craft. The
Quack Dr. with his patent medicines-The Author with his marvelsThe Politician with his puffs, and even the Theologian with his speculations, all operating on the credulity of their dupes.
"Perry, Editor Delphos, spoke on the Monroe Doctrine prohibitory
of colonization of Foreigners on N. American shores, urging as a reason
that our Union will yet embrace the whole Northern Grand Division etc.
Attended funeral of Infant of Grange. in intercourse with Delphos
brethern enjoyed some Spiritual encouragement. took dinner ·w ith bro.
Talbot. No Baptist Minister in Delphos. Want one for there&: St. Mary's.
April 12. Left Delphos 7 in morn. Packet-Laurel.
Capt. C. Snevely to Troy $2.75 in company with Alvaro Evans his Lady
&: child."
Then follows a page with these two statements:
"Hugh Perry, First Seargent, Ft. Laramie"
"From April 12 to May 28 this record is lost."
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Fortunately, we are able to reconstruct that part of the trip from a
number of West's letters. Evidently the journey continued by packet boat
to Cincinnati, then clown the Ohio by steamer to St. Louis. Perhaps it
was from this latter place that "\Vest sent his family a long-remembered
present. Ann Augusta records:
"One clay a package came by mail to mama . It was a book, the book for
those stirring times, the world famous 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' Mother and
Anna and Anzaletta sat up nights to read it aloud laughing over the
funny places which were few, and shedding tears over the mis-fortunes
of Eliza, the sorrows of uncle Tom and clear little sympathizing Eva." 18
"St. Louis, April 19, 1853
" My very Dear vVife: I hope in God you and our precious little ones are
well, thankful and happy. I feel I am thus; and after some delay and
unexpected expense, I intend to leave here this eve; probably will get to
St. Joe Monday next. From there I will write you again.
"I have engaged with a company of three fine young men, one Quaker
and two Methodists, who are going directly with me, entirely throug·h.
It costs me nothing but my food ; and this I do not pay till we get through.
So if we meet with no misshap, I shall have quite enough means. The Lord
be praised!
"I am very anxious to know how you are doing, where you are, and
how you feel. Do not be troubled for me; trust me, and yourself, with
our clear precious children, all to th e faithfulness of our Lord; and no
good thing will be withheld from us. See what a good, faithfu l, Christian
Mother you can be to our clear children.
·" My Dearest Anna-Sure, you will try to be the very best of a dear
daughter to Ma, and kind faithful gentle sister to the sweet little boys,
Jenny and Abby. Davy, be very good, and Cally, be not fretful and Jenny
be a sweet child. All kiss Abby for Pa, and all pray much for Pa. Pa prays
always for you. Remember me kindly to clear Cornelia. Give my warmest
expression to Abram, James, Shadrach , and Nancy, etc. I have taken
notes all the way. Sometime you shall have them. Good Bye My Dears .
C. B. West"
(John, Abram, James, and Shaclrach Hudson were brothers of Mrs.
West.)
A few clays later vVest writes to his brother David who lived on a farm
near Princeton, Illinois:
"Steam Boat Saranak, Missouri River
Three Hundred Miles from St. Louis. About
half way to St. Joe.-Saturclay, g Oclock A .M.
"My Dear Broth er. Now you will believe I am on my way for Oregon! left Defiance the 11th Inst. I started alone. About $20 . will take me
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to St. Joe. On the Ohio River I fell in with a company of three fine fellows,
one Dr. Jackson, a Lawyer & a Teacher by the name of Leaver. They
offered me a chance with them if I would be their cook and pay my proportion of food after we got through. So you see $20. or $25. will bear
all my expenses till I get thru. I think I will buy two or three Cows before
we leave the River. they will furnish us milk all the way through, and be
worth from five to eight times as much as cost if we get them through.
"I am in good health ; have found some of very best company, intellectual & religious, and truly have every reason to be very thankful for so
great unmerited blessings.
"I left my family in usual health & good Spirits. They expect to come
next fall, or a year after. James Hudson & a gentleman by name of Jones
expect to purchase a small vessel and freight it around the Cape. Hudson
can command from $10,000 to $ 15,000 and Jones from $2o,ooo. to
$25,000. They can go around in five or six months. And will take my
family & their own and probably others as many as they can accommodate,
one of which I hope will be yours. I may return to accompany them. The
vessel will cost from 5 to 10 thousand dollars, the rest of their funds they
will invest in Goods. John Hudson who is in Oregon is in the mercantile
business, and the two brothers with their sons &c. vvill keep & run the
vessel for themselves from San Francisco where they purchase their goods,
to Oregon where they trade.
"Jones is a Welch Seaman & merchant and enters into the business with
energy, experience and capital."
A note in the back of the diary gives further information:
"E. B. Jones, Soup. Spencer, Allen C. 0. To come with Jas. Hudson
Wants land on Umpqua for farming & speculation Wants to enter in
Mercantile business. Capital 15 to 20 thousand dollars. Wants a list of
all kinds of articles for transportation. Is an old seaman says cannot
double Cape Horn in the winter"
The letter continues:
"Prospects are favorable now for all of us; and I wish my dear Brother
that you might take a good share with us. I shall always consider you as
myself & if I am blessed so are you. Now dont say 'I cant,' nor 'dear me.'
But look up, yes clear up, above the clouds, and say 'I will.'
"Minerva, dont sigh, nor say 'well, I dont know.' Cheer up your husband.-Be willing & determined to go through anything and every thing
to go ujJ) and you will thus avoid having to go through what would be
tenfold worse while supinely sinking down. Drop me one line Sister and
breathe your spirit in it, and I can tell your fortune!
"My Dear Sister Sally-Keep good heart, and dont get it too full of the
world, gToceries &c. Such things are of but little use in heaven. Make
to yourself friends of such as shall receive you into Everlasting habitations
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hereafter. Dont think I am going to dig Gold that perisheth. you shall
hear from me again if all is well. All pray for me & mine."
"April 29, 1853. St. Joseph Mo.
"We have purchased five No. one horses, paid 95 to $155. pr. head.
Shall take no other stock. Expect to cross the river tomorrow. Hundreds
are here seeking a chance to cross the plains but have not means.
"My Dear Brother, get ready, and when my family comes, come with
them. If it is in my power, you shall have the means if you lack any. Now
be resolved-Resolution is half-Determination is the whole! both in this
life and in the Life to come.
"I will write you every opportunity on the way. Write to me about the
middle of June. Direct to Scottsburg, Umpqua, Oregon.
"The Lord Bless you all. Do not cease to pray for me & my dear familyMost Affectionately
Your Brother
C. B. West"
There follows a part of a letter evidently written to his family while he
was between St. Louis and St. Joseph:
" ... the cold dreary regions where even the wild beast cannot inhabit.
But the unwearied Missionary is finely following through; and while the
most must perish, the Lord will save a remnant; and even among the
most enlightened whites, only a remnant, a few are saved. Yes, the Lord
will save His own, be they \vhat they may or where they may! What a
consolation! Let us praise and Love Him.
"There is but little to be seen along the banks of the Missouri River.
The land is generally very low clear to the water's edge and overflows
frequently, consequently it can never be improved. It does not afford
even pasturage; nothing but timber, and that only fit for fuel. But the
country back on either side is available for agricultural purposes and the
scenery is most beautiful and inviting, while the soil is as rich probably
as any part of the world. There is here and there a place along the banks
that does not overflow. Occasional bluff banks where perpendicular rocks
rise from 50 to 200 feet. Some gradual elevations improved more or less.
"The water in the River is very oily, caused by the constant crumbling
in of the sandy banks. After the water stands in a barrel or other vessel
a short time the sand all settles, the water is clear, pleasant and wholesome.
In one place we found a beautiful prairie of thousands of acres, and houses
scattered over it, on the Missouri side improved by whites. A little town
is building near the River, but the banks are crumbling in and washing
away so fast that they will be obliged to remove their buildings back
farther from the water. And as the country is perfectly level here, they
can never build a permanent town, nor even know how much land is con-
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tainecl in their farms. This sanely soil that washes into the River by the
winds and waves is moved about in bodies, today in one place in the River,
tomorrow in another and so on, and are called sand-bars . The water being
oily they cannot be seen, and they make the water so shallow that sometimes the Boat cannot get over them. Though often we can force the
Boat over them as it drags on the sand, yet sometimes we have to back
off and seek another pass.
"St. Joseph, April 29. We got here the 26th. Will leave probably
tomorrow. We are now camped a mile out of town to save expenses.
Thousands of emigrants in the towns and camped on both sides of the
River from \!\Teston to Council Bluffs, about 250 miles.
"We are here quite early enough as the grass has not growth enough to
supply the teams and stock . Our company has bought 5 horses of the best
quality, paid from $95 to $ 155 per head. I have a share in them according
to my capital.
" Hundreds of men have come here seeking a chance to go over the
plains. Some pretend to have lost their money on the Boats; others come
with recommendations, etc, but none succeed . I have been highly
blessed. I sought no favor, but was solicited . For all I feel truly gTateful.
The future I leave entirely with the Lord. Pray for me!
"My Dearest, Precious Little Ones, Anna, Davy, Cally, Jenny and
Abby-the Lord Bless You! 0! be very good children-very obedientvery kind-very pleasant-very industrious-and pray very much for Papa.
But if you are not very good the Lord will not hear your prayer. Papa
prays for you all very much; and 0! hovv he loves you! I will write on the
plains, and every opportunity I get I will send you a letter. Lizzy you and
Anna write every week a little, about how you are getting along etc, but
do not mail it till about the middle of June. Everything is about as cheap
here as at Defiance. Goodbye Dear Lizzy,
The Lord Bless You all
C. B. \Nest"
A notation in the back of the diary probably records the progTess of
the western trip. It reads:
"Fort Kearney, May 17, 1853."
A few clays later he sends his promised letter to his daughter:
"Platte River-May 22, 1853, Sunday Eve.
"My very Dear Daughter Anna-How I wish you were with me to see
and enjoy the beauties of the scenery that is constantly opening before me.
" Look on the map and find the Platte River. vVe are now about four
hundred miles up it, on the south side. The bottom, or valley, through
which the river runs is from four to eight and even ten miles wide ;
almost perfectly level, though sometimes a little higher in the middle
than at the sides, and sometimes the reverse, that is lower in the middle
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than the sides. In about the middle of this expansive vale runs the river.
Its banks are very low, and constantly washing away and widening its bed.
The water is very shallow so that one can wade or ford all over it; and
from half a mile to a mile and a half wide; sand bottom and oily; and
now comes the beauty of it, for it is fitted with little islands, beautiful
with grass, shrubs, trees, flowers and gTapes. This river never gets much
higher nor much lower. The reason it cannot get much lower is, it is
supplied at its source b y springs in the mountains which always yield
about the same quantity of water from the ever-lasting snows on the summit of the towering giants. But it will be astonishing to most everyone
to hear that a river will not become higher. There are great rains here,
but in much of the valley the surface descends from the River bank and
the falling water runs from instead of toward the River. The earth is so
sandy that it absorbs the rain almost as soon as it falls, which is another
reason the River does not rise much; and yet a third reason is the winds
blow so very hard here that the water which falls in the rain quickly
evaporates. The wind blew so hard one clay last week tha t many hats
blew off and the men never could catch them. Our horses would not go,
we had to take them from the wagon, and let them stand on the leeward
side. One man had quite a light wagon, and after he had taken his horses
off, the wind blew the wagon several rods along in the road, and his horses
had to follow it. You will not wonder now that the rain soon dried up
here and but very little of it runs into the River. There is not a single
tree or stump or bush or stick any where to be found in the whole valley
or as far as you can see. It is as smooth a meadow as you can imagine.
Nothing to spot the gTeen carpet under your feet, but the droppings
of the Buffalo which we gather for fuel to boil our tea-kettle and fry our
meat; and here and there we see also a Buffalo head and bones where
they have been shot down by the Indians, the best meat taken out and
rest left for the ·wolf, the raven or crow . And now, my dear, if you could
go with me into the outskirts or borders of this valley, I would show you
something more beautiful than you can possibly conceive. I never imagined anything so singularly lovely in landscape had ever existed on Earth
since Eden was lost.
" I told you the valley was from five to ten miles wide. Well, now you
think you see high mountains covered with thick forests, do you? Rising
up on each side of this expansive vale-No, my Dear, look again; do you
not remember there are no mountains till we g·et to the Rocky Mountains
and not a tree or a bush to be found anywhere, except a very few in
some places along streams and often we travel clay after day up the River
and cross small streams and see no sign of tree, bush or stick save what
little we carry along in our wagon to kindl e our fire with, and then pile
on dry Buffalo chips (clung) and then put on the tea kettle and skillet!
Don 't you wish you were here to wash the dishes for us, Love? But maybe
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you would like to take tea with us first. Well, just step around sprightly a
few minutes and help Paget supper, and then see if we won't enjoy it.
First we must build a fire, you know. I will take the butcher-knife and
shave a little off the oats-box, out of which we feed the horses; now we
must go into the wagon where the wind don't blow, and kindle the fire
first on the iron shovel, then carry it out and put on the ground, now we
will break up a few dry willows about as large as your fingers, which
we have carried in our wagon a day or two. Next to the willows we will
put on some Buffalo chips which one of the men has just brought in his
anns. Now we will take a little water out of the Keg which we have also
hauled since morning and fill the tea kettle about half full. While this is
boiling >ve will get a ham out of the wagon and put some frying in the
skillet. Now we will get the large tin pan which serves for a dish pan and
bread bowl; we will mix a little dough for bread or biscuit, or batter-cake;
wheat or corn. Shall we have coffee for supper? My Buckeye boys prefer
it; well we have ground it, and we will put it right into the tea-kettle, for
the coffee pot has stewed fruit in it. Or if we make tea, we will draw it
in a tin cup, and then put it into the tea-kettle. Don't let the meat fry
too much, Dear, it makes a plate full of gravy. Now we will make our
bread. Some times it burns and some times it is scarsely done; but as Anna
helped me now, I think it looks very nice indeed. Dinner is ready, Boys:
here we are flat on the ground around our horse-trough table. See how
the boys roll their bread in the gravy, reaching even to the opposite
side of the meat dish ; but we will not notice too closely the vulgarity
of our companions. These men have been educated at college, but never
at home. Tomorrow, my Dear, we will have some Buffalo meat, also some
Antelope; for the men have just killed some."
"Ft. Laramie-May 31st, 1853
"My Dear Lizy-All well, getting along finely, team in best order.
have sun on the south. Prospects very fair. The Lord is very gracious
and we most unworthy. How much I want to see you all if I could but
hear from you! I will endeavor to write you again before I get through.
I know you will try to be a Dear good Mother to our Dear Little Ones.
The Lord Bless you all, pray for me. Write much every week and send
about the middle of June.
" 'f
Aff ectwnate
.
lv. ost
1y
Husband
C. B. vVest"
"P. S. Dear Anna. I will write you more the first chance. 0! do be a Dear
good Daughter and sister-Be very kind to the Dear Little Ones .
Your fond Pa"
The following fragment of a letter was copied in the back of the diary.
In it West gives his version of one of the most atrocious episodes of the
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whole western migration. There are many other accounts, of which
Drannan's' 9 is perhaps the most blood-curdling. No doubt a more accurate one was written by a member of the tortured youth's familt 0 and
gives an explanation, at least, for his otherwise senseless and cruel act.
"My 24, 1853
"My Very Dear Little Boys Davy & Cally : I hope you are well-! pray
the Lord to keep you well, and let you live to see Pa again. I will tell
you a story sons: A young man who lived in Ohio started to go to California. He wished to take big knives, called dirks, and guns with him
so he could kill Indians. He had been taught that if any one was naughty
to him, he must be naughty to them. And he thought it was right to kill
Indians, because they sometimes kill white folks. Well when this big boy
had got only a little way, to Fort Leavenworth, (Anna will show the place
on the Map) he felt very proud because he was going· to California and
had great knives and guns carrying about with him. So he swore he was
not afraid of anything, and he meant to shoot the first Indian he could
see. He thought he would go back a little way from the Fort and see if
he could not find an Indian. Soon he saw one, a woman, and he shot her.
Then he ran back to the Boat [Fort] again, but the Indians followed
him, a g-reat many Indians came and told the white men that they would
kill them all if they did not give the bad boy to them.
"So the white men had to give the boy to the Indians. Then the Indians
got all around the Boy a little way off, and made the white men all get
around him closer by and [6 or 8 words illegible] ... Boy and took his
knives and began to peel and tear off his skin while he was alive. After
they got him skinned, they cut him up in pieces ... "
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TRAVELERS
IN THE WEST 100 YEARS AGO
(III) EDWARD DICKINSON BAKER (Part 2)

By

GLENN PRICE

Oregon was admitted to statehood in February, 185g, and in the fall of
that year two Republicans, T. ]. Dryer and David Logan, extended an invitation to Baker to move to that state, assist in the Republican campaign
in 186o, and run for Senator. Baker and Logan were old friends; David's
father, Stephen T ., had been Baker's law partner in Illinois for a few years,
and David had served under Baker in the Mexican vVar. In December
Baker made a trip to Oregon to look over the prospects. The Portland
Weekly Ot·egonian reported that
"Col. Edward D. Baker ... is about
removing to Oregon ... [the state]
will gain one of the most eminent
champions of freedom and the rights
of man in the Union ." On December
26th, a mutual friend in Oregon wrote
to Lincoln that Baker had taken a
house in Salem and was coming to the
state with the object of going to the
Senate .2 1
Edward Baker had once before
moved into a new area and won political office within a few months, and he
was sanguine on the prospects for doing it again in Oregon. The election
of the senators was, of course, a choice
to be made by the state legislature,
and Baker campaigned throughout
the state in favor of Republican candiCoL. EDWARD D. BAKER
dates, making a major oratorical effort
on July 4th in Salem. There was a spirit of cooperation during the contest
between the Republicans and th e Douglas Democrats, for both parties
knew that they could not singly win a rna jority over the straight-line Democrats under the leadership of .Joseph Lane. It was hoped that the vote would
be divided about equally among the three parties, and that thus the Republicans and the Douglas Democrats could combine to send one of each of
their men to the Senate. The results were in line with these aspirations;
the new legislature contained nineteen Lane Democrats, eighteen Douglas
Democrats, and thirteen Republicans. After some clays of maneuvering,
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and at the cost of some resentment from both Douglas men and Republicans, James W. Nesmith, a Douglas man, and Edward Baker, Republican
(late of California), were chosen.22
David Logan had invited Baker to come to Oregon, but he had developed ambitions of his own for the Senate post and had worked against the
Baker forces. Some Republicans professed a fear that the selection of Baker
would be used by the Democrats to the injury of the party in the presidential campaign; they would charge that the Oregon Republicans had
sold out to a California politician. Jesse Applegate, the pioneer Oregon
settler, expressed an extreme bitterness in a private letter, written after
Baker's selection:
A more corrupt se t of men never combined for an unrighteous purpose than the
Republicans who made Baker the nominee of their party for the Senate ... . My opinion
of these mercinary [sic] and treacherous wTitches [sic] I have expressed fre ely to themselves and to others- and with my consent- neither the actors, aiders, or abettors of
this plot against the rights of the people, and th e interests of the State, shall ever
enjoy an emolum ent, or abuse a trust. 23

In addition to the criticism for bringing in a California politician expressly for the purpose of sending him to represent Oregon in the U.S.
Senate, many Republicans criticized Baker for his close association with
the Douglas men, in thought as in action, both in California and in Oregon.
The charge was true. The Douglas Democrats had, indeed, much reason to
rejoice in the results of the election. Oregon was sending two men to the
Senate pledged to Popular Sovereignty, the basic plank in the Douglas platform. In response to criticism from Douglas men throughout the state, the
Douglas Democrats in the state legislature made a public statement in defense of their support of Baker. Accepting a Republican was not so much
of a sacrifice as some Democrats thought, their statement said. "In voting
for Col. Baker," they emphasized, "we were inftuencecl, to some extent, by
his well known position upon the question of slavery in the Territoriesa position differing but little from that of our own party." 24
Edward Baker had become the first Republican to be elected to federal
office from the Pacific Coast. He had accomplished this by finding common
ground between the Douglas Democrats and the Republicans, and Baker's
significance and importance in the critical year of t86o, was his success in
persuading the electorate that the gap between these two parties was very
small. By taking the central principle of the Douglas Democrats into Republicanism, he broadened his party's appeal; and with the wider receptiveness this gave him, he succeeded in increasing the support for the Union
outside the Republican Party.
There were four national tickets in the field that year, with various
planks in their political platforms. But it was their position on the slavery
issue which defined them, however much men tried then (and however
much many historians labored later), to deprecate the importance of that

bo
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issue. The dominant Democratic Party, with John Breckinridge of Kentucky and Joseph Lane of Oregon as their candidates, were demanding
the right of slave-owners to the full security of their " property," under
protection of the law, in any of the territories of the United States. Their
position had been endorsed, in effect, by the Supreme Court in the Dred
Scott decision. The Republicans, with Abraham Lincoln of Illinois and
Hannibal Hamlin of Maine, stood for resistance to the spread of slavery.
They professed no intention to disturb the institution in those states in
which it was presently established, although they hoped for its eventual
elimination, but they stood solidly for its containment.
The "American," or "Constitutional Union" party, putting up John
Bell of Tennessee and Edward Everett of Massachusetts, endeavored to take
a posture above the strife, advocating, in effect, that the problem be ignored
until it went a·way. The Douglas Democrats, with Stephen A. Douglas of
Illinois and Herschell Johnson of Georgia, also wished to minimize the
attention given to the slavery controversy. Douglas took the stand that slavery and slavery expansion should be placed within the pattern of any other
political issue in the democratic republic; that the matter be left for the
decision of the people in the particular community involved. Of slavery in
and of itself, Douglas would say little or nothing.
The difference between the Douglas Democrats and the Republicans
had been thoroughly explored in the series of debates between Lincoln and
Douglas in the contest for the Senate in Illinois in 1858. Douglas made a
persistent attempt to identify Lincoln and the "Black Republicans," with
abolitionism, with an intention to secure social and political equality between the races. Douglas insisted that he didn't care "whether slavery is
voted up or down," just so the people of the territories had a right to vote
it up or down. Lincoln took the ground that slavery was a moral, social, and
political evil, and called for a policy that "looks to the prevention of it as
a wrong, and looks hopefully to the time when as a wrong it may come to
an end." 25 H e pointed out the absurdity of a party doctrine which was
based upon caring nothing about just that matter which everyone cared
the most about. Lincoln said that he was not, and never had been, " in favor
of bringing about in any way the social and political equality of the white
and black races." He was not in favor of making voters or jurors of negToes.
While the two races remained together, he said, they must be in the position of superior and inferior, "and I as much as any other man am in favor
of having· the superior position assigned to the white race." 26 But Lincoln
said that a man had a right to eat the bread that his own hand had earned,
and the Douglas principle was, that there was nothing wrong in the system
that said: "You work and toil and earn bread, and I'll eat it." 2 7
In the debate ·w ith Douglas at Galesburg, Lincoln laid the issue bare:
.. . I do think ... that Judge Douglas and whoever, like him, teaches that the n egro
has no share, humble though it may be, in the Declaration of Independe nce, is going
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back to the year of our liberty and independence, and, so far as in him lies, muzzling
the cannon th at thunders its annual joyous r eturn ; that h e is blowing out the moral
lights around us, when he contends that whoever wants slaves has a right to hold
them; that he is penetrating, so far as li es in his power, the human soul, and eradicating
the light of reason and the love of liberty, when he is in every possible way preparing
the public mind, by his vast influence, for making the institution of slavery p erpetual
and n atio naJ. 28

In his last debate with Douglas, Lincoln said that when the people saw
where the struggle really was, when the Republicans could find those of the
Douglas party who looked at the institution of slavery as wrong and wished
that the wrong might have an end, when they could bring them to the side
of those who treated it as a wrong-then the controversy would soon be
settled. In California and Oregon in 186o, Edward Baker sought to do that
by uniting the Popular Sovereignty doctrine with the position of moral
opposition to slavery.
In a speech in May of 186o, Baker granted that Republicans differed in
their position on Popular Sovereignty; he said that he had opposed the
Kansas-Nebraska Act, but that he had now come to recognize Popular Sovereignty as the "mightiest engine ever devised for the extension of free
institutions." It ·w ould result in freedom if the immigration of northern
whites was encouraged by the passage of a free homestead law. In October
he gave it as his opinion that leaving the decision to the people in the
territories "would secure free institutions for all our territories, now and
henceforth." 29 He made the point, on occasion, that he was in favor of Popular Sovereignty as a policy, rather than as a principle.
Although Baker never made the explicit explanation, a study of his
speeches makes it apparent that he had concluded that the acceptance of
Popular Sovereignty would not result in any expansion of slavery, and that
it would provide a bridge for those Democrats who had adopted the Douglas position several years earlier, but had been driven gradually to an antislavery position by the aggressive and extremist program of the Southerners. Some would cross over that bridge, and some would stay with the
Douglas Democrats and create a sentiment in that party for cooperation
with the Republicans. In the "border sentiment" states of California and
Oregon, that bridge could make the difference. That approach in the campaign won Baker the Senate seat in Oregon, and, largely on that basis,
Lincoln won a plurality of the votes in Oregon in November.
Baker arrived in San Francisco on October 1gth on the Brother jonathan. He was greeted by a 100 gun salute and a parade. 30 On Friday evening,
October 26th, he delivered a two and one-half hour speech at a Republican
mass meeting in the American Theatre in San Francisco. It was one of the
most famous speeches ever given in California, and undoubtedly had some
influence on the election results on November 6th.
Over four thousand people were said to be in attendance, many of them
his friends from all over northern California. They were both amused and
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delighted that he had been able to go to Oregon and return the same year
a Senator from that state. The reporter of his speech indicated the reaction
of the audience to his references to his new constituency. In developing his
argument, he said:
For instance, in my country, Oregon (Great merriment) where the hospitality of the
people is a great deal broader than their convenience; in my co untry. (Renewed merri·
ment) Well, in Orego n. (Great laughter)
[After an exchange with someone on the platform J As a fri end here, whose country
it is, reminds m e, if it ain't mine, it ain't Joe Lane's. (Great laughter) 31

He employed a variety of arguments to persuade those who believed in
Popular Sovereignty and in resistance to the institution of slavery, that they
should unite behind the Republican candidates. Very early in his address
he said: " ... it is due to good faith for me to say that I am a Popular Sovereignty Republican." But he proceeded immediately to say that he did
not take that position because he did not care about slavery: "I tolerate
none of tha t miserable delusion; I do care about Slavery and I do care
about Freedom." Douglas, he told the Californians, said: "I don't care.
If the people of the territories want slavery, let them have it; if they don't,
let them keep it out. I don't care. " And then Baker asked his audience:
Do you agree to that? Don't you care? You do care . It is nonsense, it is absurd to say
you don't care. You can't help caring; first, as a man, because you are a man. There
are 4,ooo,ooo of slaves in this country. They are increasing very rapidly. They bring
reproach on us in th e eyes of th e whole world . .. . Besides you are men. Many of you
have read the sayings of the noble dramatist (Shakespeare). 'I am a man; and whatever
concerns humanity concerns me:

He cried that " literature, philosophy, common law and the general opinion of mankind, all concur, that wh ether black or white, rich or poor, 'a
man's a man for a' that!'"
The Republicans were not abolitionists: "'1\Te go for the white race," he
said. They would not tol erate the insane movements of any .John Browns,
and he would not himself "run a tilt to free every negTo ." But neither was
he of the sort who was afraid of having too much sympathy for the negro
race . "Come now," he said; " ... I will get on the confessional and acknowledge that I have sympathy with the negro race. I have sympathy with all
slaves; with the suffering and unfortunate of every class; and I ,.v ould to
God that I could help the whole of them."
Baker built his address towards an impassioned appeal for an American
dedication to freedom. He forced his hearers to look at an American slave
society in contrast to the sweep of progressive and liberal policies in the
other nations of western civilization:
Even under the shadow of the throne of Russia ; on th e banks of the Seine, where the
ashes of the first Napoleo n repose; where th e British Queen in majestic dignity presides
over a nation of freemen-everywhere abroad, the great ideas of personal liberty spread,
increase, fructify. Here, ours is the excepti on! In this home of the exile, in this land
of constitutional liberty, it is left for us to teach the world that slavery marches in
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solemn procession; that under the American stars slavery is protected, and the name
of freedom must be faintly breathed, the songs of freedom faintly sung! Garibaldi,
Victor Emanuel, hosts of good men are praying, fight ing, dying on battlefields, for
freedom; and yet while this great procession moves und er th e arches of liberty, we
alone shrink back trembling and afraid when fre edom is but mentioned!

He concluded with the often-quoted apotheosis to Freedom: "Here,
then, many years long gone, I took my stand by Freedom, and where in my
earliest youth my fe~t were planted, there my manhood and my age shall
march ... And I take courage. The people gather around her. The Genius
of America will, at last, lead her sons to Freedom." 32
There was an enormous demonstration following the speech. The Republicans had it printed in a sixteen-page pamphlet by the following morning, and it was circulated throughout the state as a campaign document.
Elijah R. Kennedy, who, a half-century later was to write a book entitled:
"The Contest for California in 1861: How Colonel E. D. Baker Saved the
Pacific State to the Union," read the address aloud in a public hall in
Marysville. 33
On November 6th, Lincoln won the four electoral votes of California
by a plurality of 676 votes over Douglas. 3'
Baker went to Springfield to visit with President-elect Lincoln during
the Christmas season of 186o, and on March 4, 1861, he introduced the
President at the inaugural ceremonies.
During his short period of service in the Senate, he supported every effort
put forth to reach a compromise solution between the sections. He was in
favor of submitting a compromise plan to a vote of the people. He said that
he came from a "border region, " not directly concerned in the controversy,
with interests, fears, hopes, recollections, "mingled north and south."
When fellow Republicans accused him of disloyalty to the Chicgo platform, Ba ker pointed out that the Republican Party was a minority party,
and should not try to coerce the opinion of the other two-thirds. 35
But he said that the secessionists were making demands upon the North
which they could not hope to have accepted . H e wondered if they ·were
serious when they demanded that " we stop the right of free discussion,"
and set police throughout the country to prevent anyone from criticising
slavery. He said it seemed to him idle, or wicked, to attempt "to plunge this
country into civil war upon the pretense th at we are endeavoring to circle
your institution [slavery], when , if we had no such wish or desire in the
world, it is circled by destiny , by Providence, and by human opinion everywhere ."3u
The war came. Baker spoke in New York for the defense of the Union
and took command of a regiment, called the "California Regiment," since
some of the men were ex-Californians living in Pennsylvania. He was killed
in one of the first engagements of the war, at Ball's Bluff, on October 21,
1861, in an ill-managed en counter which produced long controversy a nd
ended the military career of Genera l Charles Stone.
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Three days after Baker's death, the transcontinental teleg-raph was completed, and the death of Colonel E. D. Baker was the first news received by
that means in San Francisco. It was read to a theatre audience by the actor,
Edwin Booth. There was a state funeral for him in ·washing-ton and his
body was returned to San Francisco for burial in Lone Mountain Cemetery
on December 11, 1861. 37 A county and a city were named for him in Oregon, and in 1872, a joint resolution of Congress provided for the statue of
Baker which was placed in the rotunda of the Capital.
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THE MORRIS LOBNER
EARTHQUAKE LETTERS
By M1ss JoYcE E. LoBNER
At the time of the 1906 Earthquake, Morris Lobner, my father, was
visiting Jacob Hart Neff, former Lieutenant Governor of California, at
his O'Farrell Street home in San Francisco. The following are letters
he wrote in pencil to his wife, Jeannie K. Perkins Lohner in Colfax,
Placer County, California:
S. F. April 20, 1906
How much you have suffered or rather worried, my clear, I can fully
realize, but if you received my wire and one sent by Lubeck 1 and Dr. Peers 2
and if he reached home safely and told you that I was in no danger, you
must be, to a great extent, at least relieved in mind. It looked like desertion
from duty to have left Neff and Billy. 3 Henrt was entirely unnerved. Neff
forced Henry to go to Oakland with Dave Knowles. 5 It is now 12:30 and
they have not yet come back. Neff fears Henry is sick . I write this in
the hopes of mailing through Knowles. We watched the fire yesterday
crawl up from down town-Powell I think or below till it reached Polk
and they had no water and no powder to blow up house it was only a
question of a few hours when the fiend would reach Van Ness. That being
a wide street the firemen were to take a stand . vVe saw them from O'Farrell,
Geary and Sutter and they fought like maniacs. Men on top of buildings
with strips of carpet beating out the flames, from buildings on our side
of Van Ness, for Van Ness was all aflame on the west side. The buildings
that we saw had all been consumed, large hotels, apartments houses etc.
when we saw a small smoke arising from the cathedral tower, cor. Van
Ness and O'Farrell, Neff and I were alone and we concluded our last
hope was gone, for if the church burned what could we hope for! It ·was
now 2 o'clock and the police forced people back 3 blocks from the fire
so we could not see the house burn anyway, so I advised Neff that we
start for the park where Billy was with the things. It took us two hours to
walk there. \Ve are camped at the Haight St. entrance . It is very warm.
I was wet through and was afraid to change my undershirt, but felt so
uncomfortable that I risked it and felt glad . Today it is so warm I have
been in my shirtsleeves . \Ve lay down at 7PM and slept quite well till 6.
There was lots of noise the first part of the night, but our weary bones
needed rest as well as our minds. \Ve had beef tea or rather Lesby's extract
for breakfast. We have oranges, bananas, [?] shredded wheat biscuits,
nuts-so we are not suffering. \ 1Ve can get all we want to eat if we stand in
line. Everything is free, milk and all. We have water handy. This morning
the solders were [?] water. I can't tell you all in a letter. At this writing
we still have hopes that Neff's house is saved. My poor folks 6 have suffered.

00
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I could not find them nor give them
help if I could. As far as I could learn
the fire did not reach Stella's. 7 Their
store is gone. You have no doubt had
the papers. I cannot describe the horror of it. I think it paralyzed me as
I did not lose my head at all. It is
fortunate the weather is so fine. Last
night I heard a young baby crying. It
sounded as though it was only just
born. They say there was a baby born
in Jefferson park. That place was
crowded with people Thursday. I saw
Hodg8 Wednesday. Then they seemed
to be safe. Now I do not know. I can't
leave till Neff is settled. That will be
in a day or two. I hope to leave Sunday, but do not be worried if I don't.
I am well and in no danger. Neff leans
on
me and has said over and over
MORRIS LOBNER
again what a comfort I have been to
him. I met all the Curleys on Fell St. near the Park where they are camped.
Mrs. C. was about prostrated and lying asleep from exhaustion.
My love to my dear ones. Your affectionate
Morris

*

~'

*

S. F. Apr. 20, 1906
My dear girl,
I waited till one oclock for Henry and Knowles, but they did not come
so I started out to see whether the house still stood. It has escaped. I got
back so late that there was not time to take all the things back so Neff
concluded to go with one load. He has lumbago and his feet hurt him.
Billy and I will camp here tonight and tomorrow morning go down. From
all I could learn Stella's house did not burn. The fire crossed to Franklin
in several blocks. It is simply awful to look clown over the city and see
only a lot of ruins. I am worrying to think that you are worrying, but
I'll be home soon as I can leave. Neff keeps talking so much about my
assistance and solace to him that I can't leave him till he is settled in his
house. I don't know what to think about Henry. He was to be here as
soon as he could come. Then Knowles might have come if anything ailed
Henry. Billy stood in line and got a loaf of bread and can of corn beef.
The lines here have stood several blocks long from early morn till evening. I saw several places down town where it was the same. The bread
is good. We have some can asparagus. I never thought it would taste so
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good cold. Most every one put on their best clothes when they had time
so that it looks here as though people were here on a Sunday. Neff and I
walked in the park this morning. The music house is about ruined and
so is the museum building. I couldn't beg·in to tell you of the wrecked
houses. Every block has them. I think all the chimneys ought to be rebuilt
as they are no doubt cracked. Neff had an opportunity to get another
hack and Knowles came with a small wagon so we loaded up and got here
at 5:30. I am thankful that we did as it turned cold, windy and foggy .
I found a note from Al9 asking me to come over to breakfast and that
you wanted to know where I am. I trust that you have rec'd my several
missives and wires. I can't feel any better. Tonight we will sleep as befits
Christians . I don't see how I can spend the time to see Al unless I stop
over a clay. I want to send this by Knowles to mail in Oakland. I mailed a
letter to you from the Park today. That is I gave it to Reel Cross or special
Police . He said they took mail every two hours and not put a stamp on
next letter, as everything was free postage from here.
Most affectionate love to my dear ones.
Morris
N 0 T E S
1.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.
7·
8.
g.

Lubeck, a friend from Auburn, California, where he was a banker.
Dr. R . A. Peers, tuberculosis specialist in Colfax, California, at the time.
·william Woods, an old man who lived with ]'vir. Neff in Colfax and in San Francisco.
Henry Disque, nephew of Mr. Neff.
Dave Knowles a friend .
" My poor folks," Morris Lohner's aunt, i'vlrs. Grosslicht, and her family .
Stella, wife of David Livingston of Livingston Bros. dry goods store, now at Grant
and Geary Sts., San Francisco.
Hodgton, an old friend.
K. P. Harmon, Jr. , cousin of Jeannie Lobner. H e lived in Fruitvale on the Derby
estate (His wife was Lizzie Derby) . Montgomery ' 'Vard is now on this site at East
14th Street and 2gth Avenue.

ART WINNERS AT THE HISTORY INSTITUTE
FIRST PLACE:

The Bale Mill-NajJa County by Mrs. Irene Holmes of Stockton.
SECOND PLACE:

Stockton's

I9IO

Fire Engine by Iona Hepper.

THIRD PLACE:

The Stanford Horne at Michigan Bluff by Mrs. Ruby Zahn White.
HoNORABLE MENTION:

Ruins of th e Brewery at A!fokelumne Hill by Oscar Galgiani.
Old Centml Church in Stockton by Theodosia Benjamin.
The winners were selected by vote of the membeTS of the Institute.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE CONFERENCE
By DR. R. CoKE vVooD
The Conference of California Historical Societies is an association of
over one hundred historical societies and other organizations of similar
interests. Besides societies there are many individuals, organizations, and
firms that join the Conference as associate members. The Conference
is not another historical society, but a group of societies organized for
the purpose of making its members more effective in their several historical
activities. It was organized to meet the needs of the many local and regional
historical societies in the state as a coordinating agency to assist them in
achieving their own objectives.
The first annual meeting was held at Monterey in June, 1955. In the
following years annual meetings were held at San Jose, San Diego,
Hoberg's in Lake County, and at San Mateo. The Conference attempted
at first to provide all members with the information presented in the
reports, workshops, and panel discussions at the annual meetings by publishing these materials in the Annual P-roceedings. Four of these publications were issued during the years 1955-1958. Copies of these are still
available from headquarters at prices ranging from $1.2 5 to $3 .oo each.
The first issue of the quarterly publication, the Newsletter) was published
in September, 1954. In December, 1959, with the Volume 6, No. 2 issue,
the name of Newsletter was changed to the California Historian and the
materials previously published in the Annual Proceedings were presented
in the enlarged and revised quarterly.
The current officers are: Dr. Frank Stanger, San Mateo, President;
Mr. L. Burr Belden, San Bernardino, Vice-President; Miss Ivy Loeber,
St. Helena, Treasurer; and Dr. R. Coke 'Wood, Stockton, ExecutiveSecretary, and seventeen regional vice-presidents. Facilities for headquarters have been provided by the College of the Pacific.
Anyone interested in history is invited to attend any and all sessions of
the annual meeting, whether he is a member or not. However, individuals
are permitted to join the Conference as associate members by paying the
annual dues of $5 .00 a year. This fee entitles the member to four issues
of the California Historian and the right to participate in all meetings,
but does not grant the right to vote on Conference business.
The Annual Meeting of the Conference will be held this year at Bakersfield in the Padre Hotel on June 23, 24, and 25. The Program Chairman,
Miss Ruth Mahood of the Los Angeles County Museum, has arranged
a program with considerable variety, but with emphasis upon museums.
Two of the speakers are W. vV. Robinson of Los Angeles, who will speak on
"Writing Local History," and Dr. Donald C. Cutter of the University of
Southern California, who will speak on "Malaspina in California in 1791."
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NOTES
Inadvertently the name of Orwell
Logan was omitted from the list of
Sponsors in the February issue of
The Pacific Historian . His interesting account of the Lola Montez portrait appears in this number.
In recognition of outstanding service
to the California History Foundation during her lifetime, friends of
the late Mrs. Rheta L. Zimmermann
will be happy to learn that "The
Original journals and Atlas of the
Lewis and Clark)s ExjJeclitionJ) edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites, have
been placed of record to her memory.
The First Annual History Institute
was organized at Pacific on March
12, 1948, with Dr. Rockwell D . Hunt
as the director. The Thirteenth Annual History Institute was held at
the College on March 25 and 26)
1g6o. Speakers included Gladys
Workman of the Umpqua, Dick Dillon of Sutro Library, Dr. Turrentine
Jackson of the University of California at Davis, Dr. George D . Goodwin
and Dr. Malcolm R . Eiselen of Pa-

6g

cific, and Randy Steffen of Sacramento. As al·ways, comments have
mentioned the friendly atmosphere,
the lovely surroundings and beautiful table decorations, the excellent
food, and the interesting programs.
The Thirteenth Annual Missions
Tour was run off April g-r6, rg6o.
As usual, the twenty-one Franciscan
missions, the sites of the four Spanish
presidios, the three earliest pueblos,
and the asistencia Pala were visited.
Many other special features were
enjoyed: Casa Soberanes) San Luis
Obispo County Museum, Santa Barbara County Museum, Santa Barbara
Courthouse, Huntington Library,
Padua Hills Theater, Junipero Serra
Museum, and the Mission Inn at
Riverside. The personnel of the
group follows: Ruth McBride Bianchi, Mary Burgin, Barbara Chan,
.Jessie Chittenden, Carrie A. Coonrod, Gloria Cosentino, Eleanor Costello, Richard Crane, Alice Dabritz,
Mildred Davis, Mrs. Delgado, Irene
Delgado) Helen Dougherty, Eva
Mae Durrant, Joan Edwards, Rita
Franco, Elsie Galvin, Dr. Ina Gourley, Dorothy R. Jackson, Carolyn
Jones, Thelma Halliday, Priscilla
Kezar, Robert H. Kimberlin, Beverly Larson, Marie Leech, Vera
Leicht, Jeanette Loustau, Elsie Miller, Ferne Alice Provan, Phyllis St.
Sure, Helen B. Schlink, Leolla
Schott, Miyako Tsunekawa, Colleen
Vincent, Roger K. Vincent, Edwin
J. Willems . Tour hosts and conductors: Reginald R. Stuart, Grace D .
Stuart, J. Randolph Hutchins.
Driver: George Raborn.

THE HISTORY CALENDAR
May 6-8, r96o
San Simeon Tour to Hearst Castle
june

23-25,

r96o

Sixth Annual Conference California Historical
Societies, Bakersfield
October 7-8, r96o
Northern California-Southern Oregon Historical
Symposium, Sacramento
November 5, r96o
Jeclediah Smith Society Fall Rendezvous, College
of the Pacific
February, r96r
Southern California Historical Symposium,
San Bernardino
1\!Jarch I7-I8, I96I
Fourteenth Annual California History Foundation
Institute, College of the Pacific
1\!Iarch r8, r96r
Jedediah Smith Society Breakfast
March

25

to AjJril r, r96r

Fourteenth Annual California Missions Tour
june

20

to july

22,

r96o

Summer Session, College of the Pacific
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